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Lodge: The best in hospitality!
hospitality!
Lodge is a Jacuzzi® hot tub dedicated to
holiday parks, glamping sites, hotels and holiday
villages.
villages It is designed specifically for the
commercial environment to offer wellness
treatments for all guests, whether in a
communal area or a private suite. Its simple
design – typical of Jacuzzi® - can fit any
outdoor environments: terraces, gardens, relax
areas, beaches. Lodge makes the most of all
hospitality facilities thanks to the Jacuzzi®
premium design, quality and excellence.
Jacuzzi®: more than just a name.
name.
With Lodge, the renowned hydro-massage
technology by Jacuzzi® features a complete
wellness path to enjoy in several steps to achieve a highly effective wellness hydrotherapy massage.
Moreover, Lodge offers the utmost comfort thanks to several types of seats and easy access to built-in
entry steps.
Easy to install and to use.
use.
Since it is dedicated to the Hospitality industry, Lodge features the 5-star Jacuzzi® performance.
Installation is easy and quick. It is a user-friendly and intuitive system. Thanks to the Quick Drain,
Drain option,
the spa can be drained in 20 minutes.
Easy maintenance.
maintenance.
This hot tub can be easily managed and maintained. Water treatment is easy, quick, and safe thanks to the
ClearRay™ optional system and to the “Spa
Spa Pack Performance
Performance” (professional filtration system for
intensive use).
Your Holidays never end!
Thanks to the water heating system,
(2kW heater, or 2+ plus 6 kW additional
heater or, heat exchanger) and to the
Winter Pro Kit,
Kit the insulation system to
hinder thermal dispersion for outdoor
use, Lodge can offer outdoor enjoyment
for your guests all year round. The
holiday season never needs to end, and
therefore every hotel with a Jacuzzi®
becomes more appealing and prestigious,
even in Winter.
A great variety
variety of optional features and
total customisation.
customisation. Lodge boasts tailormade requirements and demands of any
hospitality facility.
Lodge (dim. 200x185x90 cm) is available in the free-standing or build in version (cover included).

